Individual observation sheet
Name of the beneficiary:
Age:
Sex:
Location:
Observation period:
Name of the observer:
The observer will complete in the following table scores on the present or absence of
behaviors expressed during the execution of tests using the Likert scale. Thus, it will
be completed on a scale from 1 to 5 the level of expression of the person evaluated
in the table. It will be used the following qualitative scale:
1 – manifestation non-existent;
2 – manifestation sometimes present;
3 – manifestation often present;
4 – showing manifestation;
5 – manifestation always present.
To observe:

Behavior

Symptomatic stable
1. constitutional
Presentable,
type
elegant
2. Outfit
Caring
Extravagance
negligence
Symptomatic labile
1. body position
hands

feet

trunk
2. facial
expression

eyes

mouth

Relaxed at the
sides
Takes hands to
mouth
Relaxed on the
table
Sits cross-legged
Moves
“nervously” the
right leg
Leaned forward
Crooked position
Visual contact
permanent
Visual contact
absent
Wet lips
No significant

Evaluation
scale
1 2 3 4 5

Facial muscles
Facial color

movement
Tense
Relaxed
Changes often in
red

3. verbal
expression
speech
discourse
Logic of ideas

Coherent, linear
Shy, trembling
Cursive, clear
Interrupt, unclear
Clear
Incoherent

4. non-verbal
expression
Hit the floor with the
sole
Raise the eyebrows
5. skills and
qualities
Logic thinking

Evoke data,
events, persons,
places;
reply organized to
complex subjects;
give logical
answers,
consistent, to the
point, reflects
several seconds
before answering
questions;
asks questions
tinting.

Creative thinking

Talks about
solutions for
problems
Talks about
conflicts,
difficulties,
misunderstandings
and ways of
solving them
Responds
accurately to
questions

Clear expression,
accurate and
fluency in
expressing ideas

Accentuates the
main ideas
Formulates
complex
sentences

Evidence of
maturity

Realistic
motivation and
ambitious

Finishes the idea
started
Ideas have
continuity
Uses elevated
vocabulary
Adaptability at the
educational and
social level of the
person with whom
communicates
Strong personal
beliefs
Differentiation
capacity of desires
Wants to be sure
that he
understands the
question before
answering
Is not lost in
details
Motivated to do
something
Long-term vision
Realistic aspiration
Knows the
capacities
Wants to
overcome the
current condition
Wants to
enrichment
Wants to evolve
professionally and
socially

Optimism without
naivety and
positive tone

Is devoted
Thought and
positive attitude
without loss of

sense of reality
Demonstrates selfconfidence
through gestures,
words,
comportment
Independence
Prefers a job in
which one can
assume
responsibility and
make its own
decisions
Persuasion and
Convincing in what
argumentation
one says
Denotes safety
and clarity in
arguments
Pleasant
presence, sociable
Open to
discussion
Loyalty
and Direct, honest,
dignity
reliable
Proof of
seriousness, one
can rely on
him/her

